
Hyperion is Business Performance Management 
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Hyperion is a $0.5 Billion business performance 
management software company serving more
than 6,000 customers worldwide.



It’s been a good year at Hyperion, particularly in

light of a difficult economy. I am especially

pleased that the year’s success was measured

by consistent quarterly growth and global

improvements across all our key metrics. That

tells me the strategy we laid out last year is

working and we continue to improve execution. 

Last year, we told you we planned to capitalize

on our dominant presence in finance and

strengthen our business intelligence platform.

And we did. Our new Web-based financial appli-

cations have been extremely well received. In

addition, we introduced Hyperion Essbase XTD,

a powerful development and deployment platform

that greatly improves reporting and relational

access. Our customers can now apply an

integrated goal-setting, planning, budgeting,

forecasting, monitoring and reporting process

across the enterprise. This is becoming known

as business performance management.

We Deliver Fast ROI 

Our solutions enable companies to understand

profitability, analyze and model their operations,

pinpoint problems, collaborate on responses,

and put plans into immediate action with

improved accountability. We’re hearing from

customers that the payback on investment 

is fast, and that they are gaining important 

advantages at a critical time. 

The economic environment is difficult, but it is

creating clear and swift enterprise-wide accept-

ance of business performance management

software. The capital markets collapsed two

years ago when focus returned to profits and

solid business models. The resulting uncertainty

increased the need for companies to plan more

frequently, and the financial scandals turned

attention to robust, timely, and accurate reporting.

Performance matters. Profits matter. 

These situations highlighted the need for business

performance management and the need for

these solutions is long-lasting. The focus on 

performance and profits is not going away any

time soon. 

Thank You to All Hyperion Employees

It took enormous effort by all Hyperion

employees to bring about a year of progress and

investor reward. Our company was greatly

bolstered by the additions of Godfrey Sullivan as

president and chief operating officer and Nazhin

Zarghamee as chief marketing officer. Both bring

tremendous industry knowledge and leadership

strength to our able team of professionals.

We will continue implementing our strategy,

improving our products, and expanding our

reach into a market primed and ready for what

we have to offer. During these exciting times, we

look forward to continuing to meet opportunities

through great execution.

To Hyperion Stockholders

Jeff Rodek

Hyperion Solutions Corporation

September 25, 2002
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Jeffrey R. Rodek   Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
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“The need for business performance management has

been around forever, but the technology to enable it

has only recently matured. Business performance

management complements enterprise resource planning

and transaction systems and better enables companies

to make collaborative and informed decisions.”

John Kopcke, Chief Technology Officer

“Developing and improving on decision-

enabling reporting, analysis, modeling

and planning capabilities is in our DNA.

It’s not just what we do; it’s who we are.”

Jeff Rodek, Chief Executive Officer 

“When we say we’re customer focused, we mean that our

actions center on our customers. Each major product has a

customer advisory board that helps us understand what

works, what doesn’t, and what else they need—and we use

that feedback in our development process. We’ve also

initiated several high-touch customer services to make it

increasingly easy to do business with Hyperion.”

Godfrey Sullivan, President and Chief Operating Officer 

“There has never been a greater need for our products. 

Our new solutions arrived at the perfect time to address the

renewed emphasis on profitability, the need for dynamic 

planning, and the demand for financial accountability.”

Nazhin Zarghamee, Chief Marketing Officer



Business performance management

answers the need

Success in today’s business environment

demands an in-depth grasp of how daily activities

measure up financially, strategically, competitively,

and in the eyes of the customer. That’s where

Hyperion business performance management

solutions come in and why they are quickly

redefining the business intelligence arena.

Using Hyperion’s business performance man-

agement solutions, companies can establish and

monitor forward-looking financial and non-

financial indicators of corporate health and

future performance, assess how well plans are

being executed against strategies, and collabo-

ratively plan updates as business conditions

change. In addition, managers can generate

financial impact reports quickly to get the 

information they need to make more informed

decisions and breed accountability at all levels 

of the organization. 

Bringing a company’s information and its distinct

business processes together on an integrating

platform with applications that provide robust

analysis, planning, budgeting, and collaboration

enables companies to spot problems and oppor-

tunities, and to respond quickly and confidently.

That’s Hyperion’s unique competitive advantage.

What’s Driving the growth in Business

Performance Management?

Hyperion is ideally positioned to take advantage

of opportunities for growth in the business 

performance management sector. These oppor-

tunities include: 

• Increasing adoption of business performance

management as a critical business tool;

• Growing demand for enterprise-wide solutions

that broaden action and accountability

throughout the organization;

• Large customer base that can move up to

the new products and expand from point

solutions to application suites; 

• Greater need for transparency and financial

control systems;

• Movement to drive traditional finance actions

out to other departments; 

• Continuing geographic expansion supported

by product localizations; and 

• Strong network of channel partners to drive

sales and implement tailored business

performance management solutions built with

Hyperion products.

Hyperion’s business performance management
solutions bring together business intelligence
and business process in a management cycle to
deliver recurring benefits and, ultimately, to drive
greater profits. 

Market Opportunity 
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Companies that want to outperform their 

industry competitors should understand

business performance management and

immediately start building their strategies.



Because the management process is an 
on-going and demanding cycle, Hyperion 
offers customers feature-rich applications
and an integrating development and 
deployment platform to create business 
performance management solutions. 

These solutions enable companies to 
continually: • • • • measure performance 

• • • anticipate results
• • drive profitability, and
• improve financial integrity.



The Management Cycle

• Scenario Testing
• Goal Setting
• Scorecarding

• Performance Measurement
• Efficiency and Utilization
• Benchmarking and Metrics

• Revenues
• Resources
• Constraints
• Profitability

• Financial Planning
• Resource Allocation
• Budgeting
• Demand Planning

• Profitability
• Variance
• Effectiveness
• Product Mix

• Consolidation
• Management
• Legal and Statutory
• Financial

To drive profitability, companies must move

continuously through the management cycle

with ever-increasing awareness and agility. Goals

drive strategies that, in turn, guide actions.

Business performance management helps link

goals to strategies and translates them into

adaptive plans modeled to match a company’s

unique operating style. This approach aligns all

levels of the organization, from the boardroom

to the front lines, along the path to results.

Hyperion’s platform and applications keep

companies informed, throughout the enterprise,

using a Web-based system designed to improve

collaboration and increase responsiveness.
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To stay nimble, companies must shift from annual

planning to rolling or event-based planning. Knowing

how well plans tie to strategies and actions measure

up against plans and projections is crucial to a

company’s success. Hyperion products enable

companies to monitor key operating indicators and

to tie information together across the organization.

1. Measure Performance 2. Anticipate Results

At the end of the day, Hyperion lets

management and sales associates 

know which stores need Incubus shirts

and which ones want Slipknot tanks. 

That results in happy customers and

better profits.”
John Horwath
Vice President of Information Technology
Hot Topic, Inc.

Where it once would have taken days,

we had the information we needed to

make decisions within a few hours.

That was critical on September 11th,

but it’s no less valuable today. Our

business cockpits, for instance, give

senior executives and frontline 

managers alike a remarkable tool to

analyze performance from a variety of

views so they can quickly identify

emerging issues and make informed

decisions.”
Mike Van De Ven
Vice President of Financial Planning and Analysis
Southwest Airlines Co.

Hot Topic, Inc.
A mall-based specialty retailer of music-licensed and
music-influenced apparel, accessories, and gift items

Background
Hot Topic sells mainly to 12-to-22-year olds, a market that
can adopt or reject a trend almost daily. Their previous 
system created weekly sales reports that were difficult to
understand and often very late before they reached the
field. In order to stay one step ahead of this changeable
market, the fast-growing retail chain of nearly 400 stores
needed to be able to analyze regional inventory and sales
data daily to understand what was selling on a store,
regional, and national basis. Fast analysis would allow
the retailer to get the right inventory to the right stores to
meet demand.

Solutions
Hyperion Essbase, Hyperion Analyzer

Southwest Airlines
The fourth largest U.S. carrier in terms of
customers boarded

Hyperion enables companies to look into their 

supply chain, customer relationship, transactional,

channel, operational, and financial systems to 

compare performance to projections. From triggered

alerts, managers can collaboratively respond to

existing or predicted discrepancies against expecta-

tions. Planning, modeling, and forecasting help

managers test potential scenarios to determine the

best strategic direction.

“

Background
The events of 9/11 brought the airline industry to 
its financial knees. Southwest quickly put Hyperion 
applications to work modeling scenarios and reporting
against them to plan and budget. Accurate forecasting 
of operating expenses helped the airline weather the
storm without resorting to layoffs or applying for 
government-backed loans. Each of Southwest’s
operating departments uses “business cockpits” to 
track individual financial performance.

Solutions
Hyperion Essbase, Hyperion Analyzer, Hyperion Pillar

“



3. Drive Profitability 4. …and Improve 
Financial Integrity

Hyperion helps us to not only meet our

corporate objectives, but also to make

these objectives more transparent

throughout all levels of the company. 

We are able to more accurately forecast

expenses, and have greater insight 

from quarter to quarter on what our

results will be. With Hyperion we are

more nimble, which is especially

important as we continue on our path 

of rapid growth.”
Gloria Fan
Vice President, Finance
UTStarcom

Background
UTStarcom, named one of Business Week’s 100 Hot
Growth Companies in 2001, has seen its earnings grow
more than 320 percent in the past three years. High-speed
growth and expanding opportunities challenged the 
company’s infrastructure and its ability to plan effectively
for a rapidly evolving future. 

Solutions
Hyperion Essbase, Hyperion Planning, Hyperion Reports

We’ve been able to unify our commercial

and financial reporting, analysis,

modeling, and planning in a single

Web-based application that we can

continue to extend as we grow. The 

full Web-reporting capability eliminates

local input sites, which drastically

reduces maintenance and increases

flexibility so that we can address

business issues.”
Brian Mackie
Chief Financial Officer
Maxxium Worldwide B.V.

Background
Maxxium Worldwide’s partner companies, Highland
Distillers of Scotland, Jim Beam Brands of the U.S., 
Rémy-Cointreau of France, and Vin & Spirit AB of Sweden,
came together to drive their products into the global 
market. Each company had national standards and legacy
systems that needed integration. They also needed to
extract and analyze data for Maxxium and each partner.
While satisfied with their local-site Hyperion deployments,
they needed a true enterprise-wide solution.

Solutions
Hyperion Financial Management

UTStarcom, Inc.
A leading provider of wireless, wireline, and
broadband access equipment

At the heart of business today lies the need to focus

on profits by curtailing costs, increasing revenue,

and improving market position. Hyperion’s products

enable managers to understand their businesses,

adjust strategies to address ever-present change,

identify and seize growth opportunities, and use

resources wisely.

With attention pointed sharply on financial reporting,

companies must feel confident about the integrity of

reported numbers. There must be an accurate, 

single version of the truth enterprise-wide. Hyperion

leads the market in financial business performance

management with unified solutions that enable 

companies to improve financial integrity and make

strategic decisions faster.

“

Maxxium Worldwide, B.V.
Global marketer, distributor, and seller of
premium branded spirits and wines 

“
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Hyperion solutions deliver information customers

need to confidently set strategy and goals,

model their businesses, plan and measure

performance, and analyze and report results. By

connecting individual processes into a coherent

system, companies are able to look inside the

management process to anticipate results,

adjust plans, and deploy key resources wisely.

Bridging Management Processes 
Across the Organization
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